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and one or several receivers (see Section II). ARINC 664p7
provides predictable event-triggered communication suitable
for hard real-time applications, and separation of safety-critical
messages through the concept of virtual links. In addition
to the functionality offered by Ethernet and ARINC 664p7,
TTEthernet supports time-triggered communication based on
static communication schedules which rely on a synchronized
time base. Such time-triggered static scheduling approach
is especially suitable for applications with highest criticality
requirements in both temporal and safety domains.

Abstract—Ethernet is a low-cost communication solution offering high transmission speeds. Although its applications extend
beyond computer networking, Ethernet is not suitable for realtime and safety-critical systems. To alleviate this, several real-time
Ethernet-based communication protocols have been proposed,
such as TTEthernet, which is the focus of this paper. TTEthernet
is suitable for mixed-criticality systems both in the safety and temporal domain. TTEthernet offers three traffic classes: static timetriggered (TT) traffic, dynamic traffic with bounded transmission
rate (called “Rate Constrained”, RC), and unbounded dynamic
traffic (BE). In this paper we propose a novel worst-case endto-end delay analysis of the RC traffic for TTEthernet systems.
The proposed technique considerably reduces the pessimism of
the analysis, compared to existing approaches. We have evaluated
the new analysis using several test cases.

I.

TTEthernet supports applications with mixed-criticality
requirements in the temporal domain, as it provides three
types of traffic: static time-triggered (TT) traffic and dynamic
traffic, which is further subdivided into Rate Constrained (RC)
traffic that has bounded end-to-end latencies, and Best-Effort
(BE) traffic, for which no timing guarantees are provided. TT
messages are transmitted based on static schedule tables and
have the highest priority. RC messages are transmitted if there
are no TT messages, and BE traffic has the lowest priority.
TTEthernet is suitable for automotive [16], avionics [19] and
space [6] applications.

I NTRODUCTION

A large number of communication protocols have been proposed for embedded systems. However, only a few protocols
are suitable for safety-critical real-time applications [13]. The
increasing number of functionality and control applications
implemented on distributed real-time systems results also in
an increase in the bandwidth requirements of the applications.
Ethernet [7], although it is low cost and has high speeds (100
Mbps up to 10 Gbps), is known to be unsuitable for realtime and safety-critical applications [5], [8]. For example, in
half-duplex implementations, frame collision is unavoidable,
leading to unbounded transmission times. [5] presents the
requirements for a real-time network and how Ethernet can
be improved to comply with these requirements. Several realtime communication solutions based on Ethernet have been
proposed, such as FTT-Ethernet [11], ARINC 664 Specification Part 7 (ARINC 664p7, for short) [2], TTEthernet [14],
and IEEE Audio Video Bridging1 (AVB). [15] and [4] describe
and compare several of the proposed Ethernet-based real-time
communication protocols.

The paper is organized as follows: Section I-A presents
the related work. Section II and III introduce the architecture
and application models. Section IV presents our proposed
timing analysis for the TTEthernet protocol in detail. Section V
explain the proposed analysis using an example. Section VI
evaluates the proposed analysis, and Section VII concludes
this paper and presents our future work.
A. Related work
Researchers have proposed several worst case end-to-end
delay analyses for the traffic in an ARINC 664p7 network,
including analyses based on Network Calculus [3], Timed
Automata [1] or Trajectory Approach [10]. However, none of
these analysis methods are applicable to TTEthernet, since
they do not consider the impact of TT messages on the
schedulability of RC messages.

In this paper we focus on the TTEthernet [14] protocol.
TTEthernet is a deterministic, synchronized and congestionfree network protocol based on the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet [7]
standard and compliant with the ARINC 664p7. The ARINC
664p7 specification [2] is a full-duplex Ethernet network,
which emulates point-to-point connectivity over the network
by defining virtual links, tree structures with one sender

There are very few proposed timing analyses for TTEthernet systems. The earliest analysis approach for RC traffic [17]
considers that the TT schedules contain periodically alternating
phases for TT traffic and for RC traffic. However, these are
simplified assumptions, as realistic schedules do not contains
such periodic phases. More recently, Zhao et al [22] have
proposed a network calculus-based analysis to compute the

1 Audio Video Bridging is a collection of technical specifications that target
synchronized communication with low jitter and low latency on Ethernet
networks.
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Let us assume that in Fig. 1 we have two applications, A1
and A2 . A1 is a high criticality application consisting of tasks
τ1 to τ3 mapped on ES1 , ES3 and ES4 , respectively. A2 is a
non-critical application, with tasks τ4 and τ5 mapped on ES2
and ES3 , respectively. τ1 sends message m1 to τ2 and τ3 . Task
τ4 sends message m2 to τ5 . With TTEthernet, a message has
a single sender and may have multiple receivers. The flow of
these messages will intersect in the physical links and switches.
Virtual links are used to separate the highly critical message
m1 from the non-critical message m2 . Thus, m1 is transmitted
over virtual link vl1 , which is isolated from virtual link vl2 , on
which m2 is sent, through protocol-level temporal and spatial
mechanisms (which are presented in details in [20]).

WCD of RC frames. Both analyses [17], [22] compute the
WCD of a frame by summing the worst-case delay of the
frame on each dataflow link traversed by the frame, thus
potentially leading to unreachable scenarios, where the worstcase delay on a dataflow link occurs in time after the situation
leading to the worst-case delay on the following dataflow
link. In this paper, we propose a new TTEthernet analysis
that has reduced pessimism compared to the previous analyses
by eliminating these unreachable scenarios and computing for
each time instance in the schedule the end-to-end delay of the
frame.
II. A RCHITECTURE M ODEL
TTEthernet networks are composed of one or several
clusters interconnected by gateways. Each cluster groups End
Systems (ESes) and Network Switches (NSes) with the same
synchronization priority. The ESes and NSes are interconnected by full duplex links, allowing simultaneous communication in both directions. An example cluster is presented in
Fig. 1, where we have 4 ESes, ES1 to ES4 , and 3 NSes, NS1
to NS3 .

For example, vl1 , depicted in Fig. 1 using dot-dash red
arrows, is a tree with the root ES1 and the leafs ES3 and ES4 ,
and RV L (vl1 ) = {d p1 , d p2 }. Dataflow path d p1 connects ES1
to ES3 , while d p2 connects ES1 to ES4 (the dataflow paths are
depicted with green arrows). Moreover, d p1 can be denoted as
[[ES1 , NS1 ], [NS1 , NS2 ], [NS2 , ES3 ]].
III.

We model a TTEthernet cluster as an undirected graph
G (V , E ), where V = ES ∪ N S is the set of end systems (ES )
and network switches (N S ) and E is the set of physical links.
For Fig. 1, V = ES ∪ N S = {ES1 , ES2 , ES3 , ES4 } ∪ {NS1 ,
NS2 , NS3 }, and the physical links E are depicted with thick,
black, double arrows.

A PPLICATION M ODEL

TTEthernet transmits data using frames. The TTEthernet
frame format fully complies with the ARINC 664p7 specification [2]. Messages are transmitted in the payload of frames.
In [21] we proposed a design optimization of TTEthernet
systems, were our assumption was that a frame can transmit
several messages and that a message can be fragmented into
several pieces, each carried by a different frame. However, in
this work, we assume that messages are not split into packets,
and that each frame transmits a single message.

The space partitioning between messages of different criticality transmitted over physical links and network switches is
achieved through the concept of virtual link. Virtual links are
defined by ARINC 664p7 [2], which is implemented by the
TTEthernet protocol, as a “logical unidirectional connection
from one source end system to one or more destination end
systems”.

The size mi .size for each message mi ∈ M is given, where
M is the set of all messages. As mentioned, TTEthernet
supports three traffic classes: TT, RC and BE. We assume that
the designer has decided the traffic classes for each message.
We define the sets M T T , M RC and M BE , respectively, with
M = M T T ∪ M RC ∪ M BE . Similarly, we define F T T , F RC
and F BE , with F = F T T ∪ F RC ∪ F BE is the set of all the
frames in the networks. Knowing the size mi .size for each
message mi , we can compute the size fi .size of the frame fi
packing mi . In addition, for the TT and RC frames we know
their periods / rate and deadlines, fi .period or fi .rate, and
fi .deadline, respectively.

We denote the set of virtual links in a cluster with V L . A
virtual link vli ∈ V L is a directed tree, with the sender as the
root and the receivers as leafs. Each virtual link is composed of
a set of dataflow paths, one such dataflow path for each rootleaf connection. A dataflow path d pi ∈ DP is an ordered sequence of dataflow links connecting one sender to one receiver.
A dataflow link li = [ν j , νk ] ∈ L , where L is the set of dataflow
links in a cluster, is a directed communication connection from
ν j to νk , where ν j and νk ∈ V can be ESes or NSes. More
formally, we denote with RV L (vli ) = {∀d p j ∈ DP |d p j ∈ vli }
the routing of virtual link vli .

TT frames are transmitted according to offline computed
schedules. The complete set of local schedules in a cluster are
denoted by S , and the TT schedule for a dataflow link dl j is
denoted by S j ∈ S . We have presented in [20], [21] several
approaches on how to obtain the schedules S for a cluster. In
this paper, we assume the schedules S are given.
RC frames are not necessarily periodic, but have a minimum inter-arrival time. We define the rate of an RC frame fi
as fi .rate = 1/ fi .period. For each virtual link vli carrying an
RC frame fi the designer decides the Bandwidth Allocation
Gap (BAG). A BAG is the minimum time interval between
two consecutive instances of an RC frame fi and has a value
of 2i ms, i=0..7. The BAG is set in such a way to guarantee
that there is enough bandwidth allocated for the transmission
of a frame on a virtual link, with BAGi ≤ 1/ fi .rate. The BAG
is enforced by the sending ES. Thus, an ES will ensure that
each BAGi interval will contain at most one instance of fi . The

Fig. 1: TTEthernet cluster example
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busy period on the last dataflow link and the beginning of the
busy period on the first dataflow link for each dataflow path
fx is transmitted on. The algorithm to compute the WCD is
presented in Section IV-D. Next, we will present the source of
delays for RC frames.
A. Sources of delay for RC traffic
There are several factors contributing to the delay of an
RC frame since its arrival at a network node and until its
transmission on the following dataflow link. The factors are:
(a) technical latencies introduced by the network nodes, (b)
other RC frames that are already waiting for transmission on
the egress link, (c) scheduled TT frames, and (d) further delays
due to the integration of TT and RC traffic. Next, we will
discuss each factor in detail.

(a) Example architecture model
Frame
f1 ∈ F T T
f2 ∈ F T T
f3 ∈ F T T
f10 ∈ F RC
f11 ∈ F RC
f12 ∈ F RC
f13 ∈ F RC
f14 ∈ F RC

period
(ms)
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

deadline
(ms)
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

size
(B)
683
555
808
308
555
433
433
308

Ci
(ms)
3
2.5
3.5
1.5
2.5
2
2
1.5

Source

Dest

ES1
ES1
ES2
ES1
ES1
ES2
ES1
ES2

ES4
ES5
ES3
ES5
ES5
ES4
ES4
ES3

(a) Technical latencies introduced by the network nodes.
The TTEthernet network nodes implement the protocol functionality as hardware tasks. For example, network node has a
hardware task that checks the validity and integrity of each
arriving frame. Hardware tasks in the NSes also provide faultcontainment at the level of RC virtual links, by implementing
an algorithm known as leaky bucket [2], [14]. The algorithm
checks the time interval between two consecutive instances
on the same virtual link. If this interval is shorter than the
specified BAG time corrected by the maximum allowed transmission jitter, the frame instance is dropped, thus preventing a
faulty ES to send faulty RC frames (more often than allowed)
and disturbing the network. The TTEthernet protocol and the
hardware tasks are presented in more detail in [20]. The technical latencies introduced by the network nodes implementing
TTEthernet functionality increase the delay of an RC frame in
a network node. We assume that these delays are not framespecific, and are known.

(b) Example application model

Fig. 2: Example system model
maximum bandwidth used by a virtual link vli transmitting an
RC frame fi is BW (vli ) = fi .size/BAG(vli ). The BAG for each
RC frame is computed offline, based on the requirements of
the messages it packs.
The routing of virtual links and the assignment of frames
to virtual links are given. This assignment is captured by
the function MF : F → V L , MF ( fi ) = vli . We define the
set F jRC ⊂ F RC as the set of RC frames that are routed
via dataflow link dl j . More formally, F jRC = { fi ∈ F RC |dl j ∈
MF ( fi )}. Knowing the size of a frame fi and the given speed
of a dataflow link [νm , νn ], we can determine the transmission
[ν ,ν ]
duration Ci m n of f j on [νm , νn ].
IV.

(b) Delays from other RC frames. The TTEthernet NS
contains an RC outgoing queue for each egress dataflow link.
Every valid frame arriving at the NS is copied to the outgoing
queues corresponding to the dataflow links the frame will be
transmitted on next. RC traffic is unsynchronized, leading to
situations where several RC frames are present in an outgoing
queue waiting for transmission. In this paper, we assume that
all the RC frames have the same priority, similar to related
work, and the frames are ordered in a FIFO-manner. Thus,
the time necessary to transmit the RC frames placed in the
outgoing queue before the RC frame under analysis increase
its delay.

T IMING A NALYSIS

In this paper we are interested in determining the worstcase end-to-end delay (WCD) Rx of a frame fx going from
one ES to several other ESes via dataflow links and NSes. We
assume that the cluster contains both TT and RC traffic, that
the complete set of TT schedules S is given, and that all the
RC frames have the same priority. Once the WCD Rx of frame
fx is computed, we can determine if the frame is schedulable
or not, by comparing Rx with the deadline. For TT frames, the
WCD is easily obtained by checking the TT schedules, which
are fixed. In this paper, we focus on determining the WCD for
RC frames.

(c) Scheduled TT frames. RC traffic also has to be
integrated with TT traffic, which has higher priority. TT
communication is done according to static communication
schedules determined offline and stored in the ESes and NSes.
RC frames are transmitted only when there is no TT traffic
on the dataflow link. Therefore, the time necessary to transmit
the scheduled TT frames further increases the delay of an RC
frame ready for transmission.

We base our analysis on the concept of “busy period” [9].
For the analyzed frame fx , the busy period on a dataflow link is
a time interval starting when the frame arrives at the incoming
network node, and ending when the frame was transmitted
on the dataflow link to the next network node. During this
interval, the frame can be delayed by several factors, presented
in Section IV-A. The definition of the busy period is formalized
in Section IV-B and we show in Section IV-C how to compute
the length of the busy period on a dataflow link. The WCD
Rx of frame fx is the largest difference between the end of the

(d) TT and RC traffic integration-induced delays. However, with the integration of TT and RC traffic, contention
situations can occur when a TT frame is scheduled for transmission, but an RC frame is already transmitting. There are
three approaches in to handle such situations [14], [18]: (i)
shuffling, (ii) pre-emption and (iii) timely block. (i) With
3

j

shuffling, the higher priority TT frame is delayed until the
RC frame finishes the transmission. Thus, in the worst-case
scenario, the TT frame will have to wait for the time needed
to transmit the largest Ethernet frame, which is 1542 Bytes. In
the case (ii) of pre-emption, the current transmission of the RC
frame is aborted, and is restarted after the TT frame finished
transmitting. In the case (iii) of timely block, the RC frame is
blocked (postponed) from transmission on a dataflow link if a
TT frame is scheduled to be sent before the RC frame would
complete its transmission. Among the three policies, only the
“pre-emption” and “timely block” can increase the delay for
RC frames. In this paper we consider the cluster implements
the “timely block” integration policy. In the worst-case, this
policy can delay the RC frames by, at most, the time necessary
to transmit the largest TT frame on the given dataflow link.

end of the busy period bpx shown in Fig. 3 is:
j
bpxj (tcj ) = QTdlTj (bpxj ) + QRC
dl j (bpx , f x )+

QTdlLj (bpxj ) + QTdlBj (bpxj ) +Cxj

(1)

j

Let us now explain each term. QTdlTj (bpx ) is the time during
j

the busy period bpx reserved in the static schedule S j for
transmission of the TT frames on dl j , and is captured by Eq. 2:
QTdlTj (bpxj ) =

∑T T

j

(2)

Ci

fi ∈F ∧
j
fi ∈S j (bpx )
j

Thus, Eq. 2 sums up the transmission time Ci for all the TT
frames fi that are scheduled for transmission on dl j during
the busy period. We denote by S j ([ta ,tb ]) as the schedule for
j
dl j during the time interval [ta ,tb ], and with fi ∈ S j (bpx ) the
j
frames scheduled on dl j during bpx . In the case of Fig. 3,
j
j
j
j
QTdlTj (bpx ) = C1 +C2 +C3 .

B. Busy period on a dataflow link
j

We formally define the busy period bpx on dataflow link dl j
j
as the time interval [tc ,t j ] within which the RC frames arrived
before fx in the outgoing queue for dl j are transmitted. The
j
busy period begins at the time instant tc when the analyzed
frame fx arrives in the network node outgoing queue, and ends
at time t j when all the RC frames that arrived at the queue
before fx including fx have finished transmitting on dl j . Since
we are interested in the worst-case scenario, we assume that
all the RC frames transmitted on dl j (other than fx ) arrive at
j j
the queue before fx . We denote by bpx (tc ) = t j the end time
j
j
j
of the busy period, and by bpx = t −tc the length of the busy
j
period bpx .

j

QRC
dl j (bpx , f x ) is the delay incurred by the RC frames arrived
at the outgoing queue before fx :
&
'
j
bp
x
j
j
QRC
(3)
∑ Ci · fi .rate
dl j (bp , f x ) =
RC
fi ∈F j ∧
fi 6= fx

Since we are interested in the worst-case scenario for the busy
period, we assume that all the RC frames transmitted on the
dl j (except fx ) will be placed in the queue before fx . Thus,
Eq. 3 captures the sum of the transmission times for these RC
j
frames in the outgoing queue. In some cases, the length bpx
of the busy period might be larger than the rate fi .rate of an
RC frame fi , thus, the outgoing queue might contain several
instances

 of fi . The number of these instances is captured by
j
bpx
fi .rate . In the example shown in Fig. 3, we assume that the

Next, we will explain the busy period concept using the
example shown in Fig. 3. We will compute the end time t j
j
of the busy period bpx for the RC frame fx arriving in the
j
outgoing queue at time instant tc . Fig. 3 presents using a Gantt
chart a fragment of the TT schedule on dataflow link dl j during
j
the time interval marked by the busy period bpx starting at time
j
instant tc . The schedule fragment contains 3 TT frames f1 , f2
and f3 marked with red colored boxes. Besides the TT frames
and the analyzed RC frame fx , dl j also transmits 2 other RC
frames f4 and f5 marked with purple colored boxes.

busy period is shorter than the rate of f4 and f5 , and these two
RC frames are already waiting in the outgoing queue when fx
arrives, therefore, they are transmitted before fx on dl j . Thus,
j
j
j
QRC
dl j (bp , f x ) = C4 +C5 .
In Section IV-A we also presented delays due to the
implemented integration policy and due to the hardware tasks
implementing the TTEthernet protocol functionality, other than
the latency resulting from queueing effects. QTdlLj (bp j ) captures
this technical latency introduced by the network node for
each frame. Moreover, in this paper we assume that the
protocol implements the timely block integration policy (see
Section IV-A), but it can be easily extend to consider other
j
policies as well. In this case however, QTdlBj (bpx ) is the sum

To compute the worst-case ending time of the busy period,
we have to take into account all the potential sources of delay
presented in Section IV-A. Thus, the formula to compute the

j

of the timely block intervals in the busy period bpx . The span
of a timely block interval tbi before a TT frame fi is equal
j
to the time Ck necessary to transmit the largest RC frame fk
on dl j , or with the time between frame fi and the previously
scheduled TT frame, whichever is smaller. Fig. 3 contains 3
such timely block intervals (tb1 , tb2 and tb3 ), one for each of
the TT frame in the schedule fragment ( f1 , f2 and f3 ).
QTdlLj (bp j ) is the sum of the technical latency introduced by
the network node for each frame, due to the hardware tasks

Fig. 3: Busy period starting at time instant tc
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

j

function C OMPUTE B USY P ERIOD(dl j , tc , F , S j , fx )
dl
j
j j
bpx (tc ) = tc + ∑ fi ∈F RC Ci j
j
repeat
j
j
compute demand Hx (bpx )
j
j
compute availability Ax (bpx )
j
j
j
j
if Hx (bpx ) > Ax (bpx ) then
j
j
j
j
t j = t j + Hx (bpx ) − Ax (bpx )
end if
j
j
j
j
until Ax (bpx ) ≥ Hx (bpx )
j
j
return bpx = t j − tc
end function

function C OMPUTE D ELAY(tc0 , F , S , fx , vlx )
Delay = 0
for d pi ∈ RV L (vlx ) do
for dl j ∈ d pi do
j
j−1
compute tc based on bpx
j
j
t j = tc +ComputeBusyPeriod(dl j ,tc , F , S j , fx )
end for
if t n − tc0 > Rx then
Delay = t n − tc0
end if
end for
return Delay
end function

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Fig. 4: Iterative algorithm to compute the busy period

Fig. 5: Algorithm to compute the end-to-end delay for a frame
implementing the TTEthernet protocol functionality, other than
the latency resulting from queueing effects.

j

at tc . Section V presents an example on how the length of the
busy period is computed.

C. Computing the length of a busy period
D. Worst-case end-to-end delay

j

Eq. 1 is a recursive function, with bpx on both sides of
j
the equality. In order to compute the length bpx of the busy
j
period bpx , we use the concepts of ET availability and ET
demand [12], which we have adapted from tasks to messages,
as follows. The demand for a frame fx on a dataflow link
j
dl j during the busy period bpx is the maximum amount of
transfer time which can be demanded by RC frames arrived
at the outgoing queue before fx and by frame fx . The demand
j
j
j
Hx (bpx ) during the busy period bpx is equal to the length of
the busy period if considering only RC traffic:
j
j
Hxj (bpxj ) = QRC
dl j (bpx , f x ) +Cx

All the related work compute the WCD Ri of an RC frame
fi by summing up the worst-case delays on each dataflow link
traversed by fi . However, this might lead to unlikely cases,
such as, the TT schedule in the interval leading to the worstcase busy period on a dataflow link dl j might occur in time
after the TT schedule in the interval leading to the worst-case
busy period on the following dataflow link dl j+1 . To obtain
tight WCDs (i.e., very close to the actual worst-case), our
analysis attempts to eliminate these scenarios which cannot
occur. Fig. 5 presents the algorithm to compute the WCD of
frame fx on virtual link vlx , starting at time instance tc0 . The
algorithm receives as input also the set of frames F and the
set of schedules in the system S .

(4)

The availability is the fraction of time available for RC traffic
j
j
during the busy period bpx . The availability Ax is computed
j
by subtracting from the length bpx of the busy period the time
necessary for the transmission of TT frames, reserved by the
timely block intervals, or by the technical latency:
j

Axj (bpxj ) = bpx − (QTdlTj (bpxj ) + QTdlBj (bpxj ) + QTdlLj (bpxj ))

The algorithm computes the end-to-end delay by calculating the longest delay of dataflow path d pi in virtual link
vlx (lines 3–11 in Fig. 5). In the case of unicast frames, i.e.,
frames with only one destination ES, the virtual link contains
only one dataflow path. The delay on a path is computed as the
time difference between the end t n of the busy period bpnx on
the last dataflow link dln in the dataflow path and the critical
instant tc0 starting the busy period on the first dataflow link in
the current dataflow path. For each dataflow link dl j ∈ d pi , we
j
j
compute the start time tc of the busy period bpx based on the
j−1
start time tc of the busy period on the previous dataflow link
j
dl j−1 (line 5). We obtain tc by subtracting from the end t j−1 of
the busy period on dl j−1 the time necessary to transmit all the
RC ∩ F RC , i.e., all the RC frames transmitted
RC frames fk ∈ F j−1
j
during the busy period bp j−1 on dl j−1 that are also transmitted
on dl j . In the case of the first dataflow link in d pi , the critical
instant starting the busy period is equal to tc0 .

(5)

We compute the length of the busy period using the
algorithm presented in Fig. 4. The function takes as input the
j
dataflow link dl j , the critical instant tc starting the busy period
j
bpx , the complete set of frames F , the TT schedules S j for
dl j , and the frame to be analyzed fx . We initialize the busy
j
j
period bpx starting at tc with a length equal to the sum of
all the RC frames transmitted on dl j , ignoring any intervals
unavailable due to the transmission of TT frames (line 2 in
Fig. 4). Next, we iteratively compute the length of the busy
j
j
period bpx until the demand Hx (see Eq. 4) is satisfied by the
j
availability Ax (see Eq. 5) during the busy period (lines 3–
9). The availability satisfies the demand when there is enough
available time during the busy period to transmit all the RC
frames in the outgoing queue. First, we update the value of
the demand (line 4) and of the availability (line 5) for the new
j
j
j
interval of the busy period bpx . If Ax does not satisfy Hx , we
extend the busy period with the difference between the demand
and the availability (line 7). Once the demand is satisfied, the
j
j
algorithm returns the length bpx of the busy period bpx starting

The WCD Rx of frame fx is obtained by computing the
delay for each time instance tc0 in the schedule S0 of the first
dataflow link dl0 transmitting frame fx , and selecting the time
instance resulting in the biggest delay.
V.

T IMING ANALYSIS EXAMPLE

In this section we will show how the timing analysis
presented in the previous section computes the WCD Rx of
5

Fig. 6: Exact worst-case end-to-end delay for f12
the minimum time between two TT frames.

a frame fx . Let us present this analysis using the application
details presented in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2 we have a cluster
composed of 5 end systems, ES1 to ES5 and two network
switches, NS1 and NS2 . The table in Fig. 6 presents the frames
in the network: we have 3 TT frames ( f1 to f3 ), and 5 RC
frames ( f10 to f14 ). The frame details (the period, the deadline,
the payload size, and the transmission time) are given in the
table. Although the standard TTEthernet speed is 100 Mbps or
higher, for the sake of this example we consider a link speed
of only 2 Mbps, and that all the dataflow links have the same
speed. Furthermore, for simplicity, we consider one destination
ES for each message and the technical latency is zero.

Based on these values, [17] defines the maximum time
necessary to transmit all the RC frames in the outgoing queue
as:
d [νx ,νk ]
d in
bout = BURST
Q
[νk ,νy ] − max(burst [νk ,νy ] )+
[νk ,νy ]



d [νx ,νk ] ) 
 max(burst
[νk ,νy ] 
 + 1)
lT T × (
lT T + lblank

and the worst-case delay for the RC frame fi is given by the
equation below:


bout
Q
[νx ,νk ]
[νk ,νy ]  [νk ,νy ] 
d
bout
latency
+
(7)
[νk ,νy ] = Q[νk ,νy ] +Ci
 × lT T
 lblank 

We will consider for this example the end-to-end delay of
frame f12 . We assume the TT schedules presented in Fig. 6 as a
Gantt chart. Since we are interested in the WCD for this frame,
we show in Fig. 6 only the schedules for the dataflow links
transited by f12 . We have marked with boxes with hatching
pattern the timely block intervals (see Section III for a brief
description of timely block). Fig. 6 also presents the exact
WCD of frame f12 , which is R12 = 24.5ms.

where the first right term is the time necessary to transmit
the RC frames, the second term is the time necessary to
transmit the frame under analysis, and the third term captures
the number of TT phases interrupting the transmission of the
RC frames.

First, we will compute the worst-case end-to-end delay
using the analysis presented in [17], to highlight the pessimism
of the only TTEthernet analysis available now. The analysis
in [17] computes the WCD of a frame by summing up the
worst-case delay of the frame on each dataflow link the frame
is transmitted on. This analysis assumes that the schedule has
periodically alternating phases for TT and RC frames. The
worst-case delay of a frame on a dataflow link is computed by
taking into account the time necessary to transmit all the RC
frames in the outgoing queueing (considering there are no TT
frames), and the number of RC phases necessary to transmit
the RC frames.

Thus, using the analysis in [17], the WCD for f12 is
computed by summing the worst-case latency computed using
Eq. 7 on all the dataflow links traversed by f12 . On [ES1 ,
NS1 ], lT T = 3 (the size of f1 ) and lblank = 3. Using Eq. 6,
bout
we compute Q
[ES1 ,NS1 ] = 6, resulting in a worst-case latency
for f12 of 14. On [NS1 , NS2 ], with lT T = 3.5 and lblank = 2.5,
bout
Q
[NS1 ,NS2 ] = 8 and the worst-case latency is 24. On the last
dataflow link, lT T = 3 and lblank = 37, resulting in a worstcase latency of 9. Adding up the latencies on all the dataflow
links results in a WCD for f12 of 47, almost double the value
of the exact WCD, which is 24.5 ms. The pessimism in the
computed WCD is mainly due to the fact that the analysis
considers that the schedules have alternating phases for TT and
RC frames, thus greatly underestimating the actual available
time for transmitting RC frames. For example, on dataflow link
[NS1 , NS2 ] the analysis considers that the schedule has a TT
phase of 3.5 ms and an RC phase of 2.5 ms.

d [νx ,νk ] as the necessary
The authors introduce the term burst
[νk ,νy ]
time to transmit the RC frames received from dataflow
link
d in
[νx , νk ] and forwarded to [νk , νy ], and BURST
as
the
[νk ,νy ]
total time necessary to transmit all the RC frames on [νk , νy ].
Considering the example in Fig. 6, with the application details
d [ES1 ,NS1 ] = C[ES1 ,NS1 ] + C[ES1 ,NS1 ] +
presented in Fig. 2, burst
[NS1 ,NS2 ]
10
11
[ES2 ,NS1 ]
[ES1 ,NS1 ]
[ES ,NS ]
[ES ,NS ]
d
C
, while burst
= C 2 1 +C 2 1 .
12

[NS1 ,NS2 ]

13

(6)

Fig. 7 shows how our analysis computes the WCD for
frame f12 . We will present this analysis step by step, considering that the analysis starts from the same critical instant
tc = 1 that led to the worst-case scenario presented in Fig. 6.
We obtain the time-critical leading to the WCD by computing
the end-to-end delay using the algorithm presented in Fig. 5 for
each time instant in the schedule S[ES1 ,NS1 ] . Let us first compute
the busy period on [ES1 , NS1 ], using the algorithm presented
in Fig. 4. First we initialize the length of the busy period

14

Furthermore, the analysis in [17] defines lT T as length
of the TT phase, and lblank as the length of the RC phase.
However, realistic schedules do not have such phases, as
this is just a simplifying assumption of the analysis in [17].
To map a realistic schedule on the analysis from [17], we
need to redefine lT T as the maximum time necessary to
transmit consecutive TT frames, while lblank is redefined as
6

Fig. 7: Analysis example
with the sum of the necessary time to transmit the RC frames
ES ,NS ]
on [ES1 , NS1 ], i.e., f10 to f12 . Thus, bp12 1 1 is initialized
[ES ,NS ]
with the interval [1, 7]. The demand H12 1 1 = 6, i.e., the
[ES1 ,NS1 ]
sum of the RC frames. The availability A12
= 0: although
there is available time in the interval [6, 6.5], it is followed
by a timely block interval, and it is too small to transmit even
the smallest frame, so it is ignored. Thus, the busy period is
[ES ,NS ]
[ES ,NS ]
incremented with H12 1 1 − A12 1 1 = 6. The busy period
[ES ,NS ]
is updated to [1, 13]. In this interval, H12 1 1 has the same
[ES ,NS ]
value, while A12 1 1 = 1.5. Although the interval is smaller
than the smallest RC frame transmitted on this link, the busy
period is not followed by a timely block interval. Therefore,
there is potentially enough time to transmit a frame afterwards.
Again, we increase the busy period interval with the difference
between the demand and availability, i.e., 4.5. The new busy
period is [1, 17.5]. In the new interval, the availability satisfies
ES ,NS ]
the demand, therefore this is the final interval for bp12 1 1 .

and 4 NSes (shown in Fig. 8), running 20 TT frames and 26
RC frames. The details of the frames and the results of the first
test case are presented in Table I. The frame name, the size
and period are presented in columns 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
Column 4 presents the WCDs computed with the analysis
from [17], while column 5 presents the results obtained with
our proposed analysis. The last column shows the difference
between the results obtained with the two analyses. As we can
see, our proposed analysis reduces the pessimism by an order
of magnitude compared to the analysis from [17]. However,
while the analysis from [17] requires only 0.415 s to compute
the WCDs, our analysis takes 6 minutes.
The following two use cases have increasing complexity.
The second use case has 58 TT messages and 51 RC messages
transmitted on a cluster composed of 10 ESes and 5 NSes. The
sizes of the RC frames range between 1000 and 1470 B. In
this use case, our proposed analysis reduces the pessimism of
the analysis from [17] with an average of 236.47 ms, with a
minimum of 15 ms and maximum 412.87 ms. However, since
our analysis computes the WCD by analyzing the delay at each
time instant, it takes 164 minutes to compute the WCDs for
this use case, compared to 0.617 s, the time necessary for the
analysis from [17]. The time necessary to compute the WCD
for a set of RC frames depends on both the number of frames
in the set, and the size of the schedule.

Next, we compute the starting time t [NS1 ,NS2 ] of the busy
NS ,NS ]
period bp12 1 2 , by subtracting from the end time t [ES1 ,NS1 ] of
ES ,NS ]
the busy period bp12 1 1 the transmission time of frames f10
and f11 . Therefore t [NS1 ,NS2 ] = 17.5 − 4 = 13.5. Afterwards, we
NS ,NS ]
compute the busy period bp12 1 2 using the algorithm from
Fig. 4, and we obtain the interval [13.5, 25.5]. Similarly, we
NS ,ES ]
obtain bp12 2 4 as the time interval [25.5, 27.5].

The third use case is the largest, with 91 TT messages and
81 RC messages implemented on a network composed of 35
ESes interconnected by 8 NSes. In this case, our proposed

The end-to-end delay of frame f12 computed with our
[ES ,NS ]
proposed analysis is t [NS2 ,ES4 ] − tc 1 1 = 26.5. Compared
to the analysis from [17], our proposed analysis reduces
considerably the pessimism (26.5 ms compared to 47 ms).
However, compared to the exact WCD (shown in Fig. 6),
the proposed analysis is a bit more conservative due to how
it reserves the timely block intervals. Our proposed analysis,
reserves a timely block interval equal to the time necessary
to transmit the largest RC frame on the dataflow link, before
each TT frame, regardless (a) if the largest RC frame is the
frame under analysis, and regardless (b) of the RC frame sizes.
However, not much can be done to reduce this pessimism.
VI.

E VALUATION

We have evaluated the proposed analysis using three synthetic use cases. The first use case has a topology of 12 ESes

Fig. 8: Topology of the first use case
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analysis reduces the pessimism of the analysis from [17] with
an average 263.42 ms. For this case it took 446 minutes to
compute the WCDs for the 81 RC messages, compared to the
analysis from [17], which required only 0.49 s.
The time necessary to compute the WCDs depends on both
the number of RC frames, and on the size of the schedules (the
larger the schedules, the more time instances our analysis has
to check).
VII.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we have proposed a timing analysis for
the TTEthernet protocol. Highly suitable for mixed-criticality
systems, both in the temporal and safety domain, TTEthernet
offers three types of traffic classes, Time-Triggered, Rate
Constrained and Best Effort. In the safety domain, the protocol
offers separation between mixed-criticality frames using the
concept of virtual links, and protocol-level specialized dependability services.
The proposed analysis considers that each frame packs a
single message, and that the network implements the “timely
block” integration policy. However, the analysis can be easily
extended to handle the other policies. The results on several
synthetic benchmarks show that compared to previous analyses, the proposed analysis considerably reduces the pessimism
and is much closer to the exact worst-case end-to-end delay.
The current analysis obtains the worst-case end-to-end
delay by computing the latencies for each time instance in
the schedule. In our future work, we plan to reduce the time
instances considered by the analysis, thus also considerably
reducing the time necessary to obtain the result.
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